
MODEL INDEPENDENT CONSIDERATIONS ON TWO-PHOTONEXCHANGE IN ELECTRON PROTON SCATTERING AND IN THECROSSED PROCESSESE. Tomasi-GustafssonDAPNIA/SPhN- CEA/SACLAY, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette edex FraneE-mail: etomasi�ea.frAbstratThe presene of two photon exhange in ep elasti sattering and in the rossed pro-esses (�p+p$ `++`�, ` = e or �) is disussed in terms of three omplex amplitudeswhih are funtions of two kinematial variables, the momentum transfer squaredq2 and the polarization of the virtual photon, �. Model independent expressions ofthe di�erential ross setion and of polarization observables are derived. Partiularattention is devoted to the extration of hadron eletromagneti form fators whihbeomes muh more diÆult in presene of two photon exhange, and to the relevantexperimental observables whih ould give evidene for suh mehanism.1 IntrodutionEletron hadron sattering is onsidered to be the best way to study the hadron struture.The underlying mehanism in elasti (and inelasti) sattering is one photon exhangewhih an be exatly alulated in quantum eletrodynamis (QED), at least for thelepton vertex. In this respet the eletromagneti probes are traditionally preferred to thehadroni beams for the investigation of nuleons and light nulei [1℄. Radiative orretions,�rstly alulated by Shwinger [2℄, should be taken preisely into aount, and are veryimportant, in partiular for the experimental determination of the di�erential ross setionof ep sattering.Due to the steep dereasing of the eletromagneti form fators (FFs) when the mo-mentum transfer squared, Q2, inreases, another mehanism, the two photon (TPE) ex-hange mehanism, where Q2 is equally shared between the two photons, an beomeimportant. This fat was already indiated in the seventies [3℄, but it was never experi-mentally observed. Numerous tests of the validity of the one photon mehanism have beendone in the past, using di�erent methods: test of the linearity of the Rosenbluth formulafor the di�erential ross setion, omparison of the e+p and e�p-ross setions, attemptsto measure various T-odd polarization observables, but no e�et was visible beyond thepreision of the experimental data. Only reently, measurements of the asymmetry in thesattering of transversely polarized eletrons on unpolarized protons found values di�erentfrom zero, ontrary to what is expeted in the Born approximation [5℄,Note that the TPE exhange should appear at smaller Q2 for heavier targets: d,3He, 4He, beause the orresponding FFs derease faster with Q2 in omparison withprotons. In [4℄ the possible e�ets of TPE have been estimated from the preise data onthe struture funtion A(Q2), obtained at JLab in eletron deuteron elasti sattering,up to Q2 = 6 GeV2 [6℄. The possibility of a 2 ontribution has not been exluded bythis analysis, starting from Q2 = 1 GeV2, and the neessity of dediated experiments1



was pointed out. From this kind of onsiderations, one would expet to observe the TPEontribution in eN -sattering at larger momentum transfer, for Q2 ' 10 GeV2. In Refs.[12℄, on the line of the ed-analysis [4℄, we proved that general properties of the hadroneletromagneti interation, suh as the C-invariane and the rossing symmetry, giverigorous presriptions for di�erent observables for the elasti sattering of eletrons andpositrons by nuleons. Model independent presriptions are very helpful in identifyingpossible manifestations of the TPE exhange mehanism.Reent developments in the �eld of hadron eletromagneti FFs are due to the verypreise and surprising data obtained at the Je�erson Laboratory (JLab), in ~e+ p! e+ ~pelasti sattering [7℄, based on the polarization transfer method [8℄, whih show thatthe eletri and magneti distributions in the proton are di�erent, ontrary to what waspreviously assumed.The present data show a disrepany between the Q2-dependene of the ratio R =�pGEp/GMp of the eletri to the magneti proton FFs (�p=2.79 is the proton magnetimoment), whether derived with the standard Rosenbluth separation [9℄ or with the po-larization method.An important point is the alulation of radiative orretions. These orretions arelarge (in absolute value) for the di�erential ross setion [10℄, in partiular for high res-olution experiments, whereas they are negligible for the ratio PL=PT of longitudinal totransverse polarization of the proton emitted in the elasti ollision of polarized eletronswith an unpolarized proton target.A areful experimental and theoretial analysis of this problem is neessary, inludingthe investigation of the TPE ontribution. We present a model independent strategy toextrat eletromagneti nuleon FFs and to determine the TPE ontribution, on the basisof a general analysis of polarization phenomena in elasti eN -sattering [12℄ and in therossed hannels [13, 14℄. We disuss also the possibility to solve this problem, havinga positron beam. We show that the measurement of the di�erential ross setion and ofthe omponents of the proton polarization in e�p and e+p elasti sattering (in identialkinematial onditions) is the most diret way to aess the nuleon FFs and the TPEontribution. In absene of positron beam, an alternative way is the measurements of alarger set of polarization observables in e�p-sattering.In the time{like (TL) region of momentum transfer, investigated with annihilationproesses, FFs are omplex funtions of Q2. They an be determined through an angulardistribution measurement, at �xed energy. This is, in priniple, easier than the Rosenbluthseparation, where eah measurement orresponds to a �xed Q2, and requires hanging theinitial energy and the sattering angle. Due to the available beam intensity, the statistishas not been suÆient up to now, for the individual extration of both FFs, and the dataare presented under the assumption jGEj = jGM j or jGEj = 0.The reation �p + p ! `+ + `�, ` = e or � was �rstly onsidered in Ref. [15℄ in thease of unpolarized partiles. As in the spae{like (SL) region, the TPE an also beomeimportant in TL region if the nuleon FFs derease rapidly with q2. Moreover, as the2 amplitude is expeted to be mostly imaginary, it will ontribute in TL region, whereFFs are omplex. The general ase of polarized initial partiles (antiproton beam or/andproton target) in �p+p! e++e� has been �rstly investigated in Ref. [16℄, with partiularattention to the determination of the phases of FFs, and more reently in Ref. [17℄.In this talk we present general expressions for polarization observables and indiate2



model independent methods to extrat nuleon eletromagneti FFs in presene of TPE.The parametrization of the 2 term an be done in tensor or axial forms. It is possible toshow that the expressions for the observables are exatly the same, whether for generalizedFFs, for example, they depend on the parametrization used.2 Sattering hannelThe starting point of our analysis is the following general parametrization of the spinstruture of the matrix element for elasti e�N -sattering, aording to the formalism of[18℄:M = e2Q2u(k2)�u(k1)u(p2) �A1(s;Q2)� �A2(s;Q2)���q�2m +A3(s;Q2)K̂P��u(p1); (1)where K = (k1 + k2)=2, P = (p1 + p2)=2, A1 � A3 are the orresponding invariantamplitudes, k1 (p1) and k2 (p2) are the four-momenta of the initial and �nal eletron(nuleon), m is the nuleon mass, q = k1 � k2, Q2 = �q2 > 0. In ase of one-photonexhange A1(s;Q2)! F1(Q2); A2(s;Q2)! F2(Q2); A3 ! 0:F1 and F2 are the Dira and Pauli nuleon eletromagneti FFs, whih are real funtionsof the variable Q2 - in the SL region of momentum transfer.Taking into aount the identity of the initial and �nal states and the T-invarianeof the eletromagneti interation, the proesses e�N ! e�N , in whih four parti-les with spin 1/2 partiipate, are haraterized by six independent produts of four-spinors, desribing the initial and �nal fermions. The orresponding (model independent)parametrization of the matrix element an be done in many di�erent but equivalent forms,in terms of six invariant omplex amplitudes, Ai(s;Q2), i = 1 � 6, whih are funtionsof two independent variables, and s = (k1 + p1)2 is the square of the total energy of theolliding partiles.In priniple, another set of variables an be onsidered: � and Q2, whih is equivalentto s and Q2: ��1 = 1+2(1+ �) tan2(�e=2); where �e is the eletron sattering angle in thelaboratory (Lab) system, � = Q2=(4m2). The variables � and Q2 are well adapted to thedesription of the properties of one photon exhange for elasti eN -sattering, beause,in this ase, only the Q2-dependene of FFs has a dynamial origin, whereas the linear�-dependene of the di�erential ross setion is a trivial onsequene of the one photonmehanism. On the other hand, the variables s and Q2 are better suited to the analysisof the impliations from rossing symmetry.The onservation of the lepton heliity, whih is a general property of QED at highenergies, redues the number of invariant amplitudes for elasti eN -sattering, from sixto three.In the general ase (with multiphoton exhanges) the situation is more ompliated,beause the amplitudes Ai(s;Q2), i = 1 � 3, are omplex funtions of two independentvariables, s and Q2; moreover, their onnetion with the nuleon eletromagneti FFs,Fi(Q2), is non-trivial, beause these amplitudes depend on many quantities, as, for ex-ample, the FFs of the �-exitation - through the amplitudes of the virtual Compton3



sattering. Eletron and positron sattering are no more desribed by the same set ofamplitudes.In this framework, the simple and transparent phenomenology of eletron-hadronphysis does not hold anymore, and in partiular, it would be very diÆult to extratinformation on the internal struture of a hadron in terms of eletromagneti FFs, whihare real funtions of one variable, from eletron sattering experiments.We use the following notations (the sign �(+) indiates eletron(positron) stattering:eG(�)E (Q2; �) = A(�)1 � �A(�)2 (Q2; �);eG(�)M (Q2; �) = A(�)1 +A(�)2 (Q2; �);onsidering eG(�)E;M(Q2; �) as generalized FFs, so thateG(�)E;M(Q2; �) = �GE;M(Q2) + �GE;M(Q2; �): (2)with GE(Q2) = F1(Q2)� �F2(Q2), GM(Q2) = F1(Q2) + F2(Q2).Both reations e�+N ! e�+N are fully desribed by eight di�erent real quantities:two real FFs GE;M(Q2), whih are funtions of one variable only, and three funtions:�GE(Q2; �),�GM (Q2; �),A3(Q2; �), whih are, generally, omplex funtions of two vari-ables, Q2 and �. Therefore, these eight real funtions ompletely determine six omplexamplitudes A(�)i (Q2; �) for e�+N ! e�+N , therefore there are very speial onnetionsof 12 real funtions ReA(�)i (Q2; �) and ImA(�)i (Q2; �), with 8 real funtions:A(+)i (Q2; �)�A(�)i (Q2; �) = 2Fi(Q2); i = 1; 2 (3)so: Im[A(+)i (Q2; �)�A(�)i (Q2; �)℄ = 0; i = 1; 2 (4)in the whole region of SL momentum transfer.Note that the C-invariane and the rossing symmetry require that the �-dependeneof the six above quoted funtions ours through the argument: x = q(1 + �)=(1� �),with the following symmetry properties, with respet to the hange x! �x:�GE;M(Q2;�x) = ��GE;M(Q2; x); A3(Q2;�x) = A3(Q2; x): (5)These expressions ontain the physis of the nuleon eletromagneti struture, takinginto aount the 1N 2-interferene ontribution. In this ase, the omplete experimentfor eN -elasti sattering requires six additional funtions, depending on two kinematialvariables, instead of two real funtions of a single variable Q2. So, if previously themeasurement of the di�erential ross setion, with unpolarized partiles in initial and�nal states, was in priniple suÆient (through the Rosenbluth �t, linear in the variable�), now measurements with eletrons and positrons in the same kinematial onditionsare neessary.The FFs GEN(Q2) and GMN(Q2) and the 2-amplitudes, �GE;M(Q2; �) are the samefor e+p and e�p elasti sattering. This allows to onnet the di�erene of the di�erentialross setions for e�p-interation with the deviations from the �-linearity of the Rosenbluthplot. 4



The �-dependene of the interferene ontribution to the di�erential ross setion ofe�p elasti sattering is very partiular. Any approximation of this term by a linearfuntion in the variable � is in ontradition with C-invariane and rossing symmetry ofthe eletromagneti interation.In absene of positron beam two other possibilities to measure GE;M(Q2) an be sug-gested, using only an eletron beam.One possibility is the measurement of T-odd polarization observables, suh as Py,Dzy(�e), and Dyz(�e) (i.e., the omponents of the depolarization tensor, in the satteringof longitudinally polarized eletrons by a polarized target, with the measurement of the�nal proton polarization). All these observables, whih vanish in the Born approximationfor eN -sattering, are of the order of � and should be measured with orrespondingauray.Another possible way requires the measurement of �ve T-even polarization observables(�ve quadrati ombinations of three omplex amplitudes), as d�=d
e, Px (or Ax), andthe Dxx, Dyy and Dxz omponents of the depolarization tensor (for unpolarized eletronsattering).3 Annihilation hannelThe analysis of annihilation hannel follow the same steps as for elasti sattering. There-fore we fous here on some interesting polarization observables. Complete formulasand derivation an be found in [13, 14℄. The di�erential ross setion of the reatione+ + e� ! N + �N , for the ase of unpolarized partiles, has the formd�und
 = �2�4q2 D; (6)with D = (1 + os2 �)(jGMN j2 + 2ReGMN�G�MN) + 1� sin2 �(jGEN j2++2ReGEN�G�EN)� 4�q�(� � 1) os �ReGMNA�N ; (7)where � is the angle between the momenta of the eletron and the deteted antinuleonand � is the nuleon veloity in CMS. Note that Eq. (6) was obtained negleting theterms of the order of �2 ompared to the dominant (Born approximation) terms. In theone photon exhange limit the expression (6) oinides with the result obtained for thedi�erential ross setion in Ref. [19℄. The TPE ontribution brings three new terms ofthe order of � ompared to the Born ontribution.At the threshold of the reation, q2 = 4m2; the equality GMN = GEN = GN holds andEq. (7) redues toD = Dth = jGN j2 +ReGN(�G�MN +�G�EN) + os2 �ReGN (�G�MN ��G�EN):Symmetry properties of the amplitudes with respet to the os � ! � os � transfor-mation an be derived from C invariane :�GMN;EN(os �) = ��GMN;EN(� os �); AN(os �) = AN(� os �): (8)5



If the experiment does not distinguish the nuleon from the antinuleon, then the followingsum of the di�erential ross setions is measured:d�+d
 = d�d
(os �) + d�d
(� os �);whih does not depend on the TPE terms. Moreover, the total ross setion is alsoindependent of the TPE terms:�t(q2) = 4�3 �2�q2 �jGM(q2)j2 + 12� jGE(q2)j2� : (9)On the other hand, the relative ontribution of TPE mehanism is enhaned in the fol-lowing angular asymmetryA(q2; �0) = �(q2; �0)� �(q2; � � �0)�(q2; �0) + �(q2; � � �0) ; (10)with �(q2; �0) = R �00 d�d
(q2; �)d
; �(q2; � � �0) = R ����0 d�d
(q2; �)d
: Using the symmetryrelations (8) one obtains the following expressionA(q2; �0) = 2d Z �00 dos�"(1 + os2�)ReGMN(q2)�G�MN(q2; os�)+sin2�� ReGEN(q2)�G�EN(q2; os�)� 2�q�(� � 1)os�ReGMN(q2)A�N(q2; os�)#; (11)withd = 1�x03 "(4 + x0 + x20)jGMN j2 + 1� (2� x0 � x20)jGEN j2#; x0 = os�0:The TPE ontributions an be removed onsidering the sum of the quantities �(q2; �0)and �(q2; � � �0): �(q2; �0) = �(q2; �0) + �(q2; � � �0) = ��2q2 �d: (12)always negleting the terms of the order of �2 with respet to the leading ones.Note that, unlike elasti eletron{nuleon sattering in the Born approximation, thehadroni tensor in the TL region ontains a symmetri part even in the Born approxima-tion due to the omplexity of the nuleon FFs. Taking into aount the TPE ontributionleads to antisymmetri terms in this tensor, whih indue non{zero polarization of theoutgoing antinuleon Py (the initial state is unpolarized):Py = 2sin�p�D(os� [ImGMNG�EN + Im(GMN�G�EN �GEN�G�MN )℄��s(� � 1)� ImGENA�N): (13)In the one{photon{exhange (Born) approximation this expression oinides with theresult of Ref. [19℄. Py is determined by the polarization omponent whih is perpendiular6



to the reation plane and, being T{odd quantity, does not vanish even in the one{photon{exhange approximation due to the omplexity of the nuleon FFs in the TL region.This is prinipal di�erene with the elasti eletron{nuleon sattering. In the Bornapproximation this polarization beomes equal to zero at the sattering angle � = 900(as well at � = 00 and 1800). The presene of TPE leads to a non{zero value of thepolarization at this angle, whih is expeted to be of the order of �. The measurementof this polarization at � = 900 ontains information about TPE and its behavior as afuntion of q2:In the threshold region this polarization vanishes, in the Born approximation due tothe relation GEN = GMN . TPE indues a non zero polarization. The e�et of TPE forthe polarization at an arbitrary sattering angle is expeted to inrease as q2 inreases,as the 2 amplitudes derease more slowly with q2 in omparison with the nuleon FFs.4 ConlusionsThe general symmetry properties of eletromagneti interation, suh as the C-invariane,the rossing symmetry and the lepton heliity onservation in QED, allow to obtainrigorous results onerning two-photon exhange ontributions for elasti eN -satteringand to analyze the e�ets of this mehanism in eN -phenomenology [12℄. We analyzedabove di�erent possible strategies in the determination of the nuleon eletromagnetiFFs, GE(Q2) and GM(Q2), through the measurement of di�erent polarization observablesin elasti e�N sattering, of T-even and T-odd nature, in presene of TPE.There are in priniple three di�erent ways , to determine the physial nuleon FFs,GE;M(Q2). The proposed methods are, all, relatively ompliated but allow to go beyondthe desription in terms of 'generalized' FFs, whih are funtions of two kinematialvariables, Q2 and � and are not diretly related to the nuleon eletromagneti struture.The formally simplest way needs the parallel study of positron and eletron sattering,in the same kinematial onditions. We showed that the two-photon ontribution anelsin the sum of the di�erential ross setions, d�(�)=d
e + d�(+)=d
e. A linear �-�t of thisquantity allows to extrat GE(Q2) and GM(Q2), through a generalized Rosenbluth sepa-ration. At higher Q2, due to the small ontribution of GE(Q2), the polarization transfermethod should be used, whih requires the measurement of the Px and Pz-omponents ofthe �nal nuleon polarization -with longitudinally polarized eletron and positron beams.This an be in priniple realized at the HERA e� ring, with a polarized jet proton target.In absene of a positron beam one has to measure 3 T-odd polarization observables,suh as Py, Dzy(�e), and Dyz(�e) whih are of the order of � or �ve T-even polarizationobservables, as d�=d
e, Px (or Ax), and Dxx, Dyy and Dxz.Complete expressions and properties an be found in Refs. [12℄ for the satteringhannel and in Refs. [13, 14℄ for the annihilation hannels.Therefore, in presene of TPE, the extration of the nuleon eletromagneti FFsis still possible, but requires more ompliated experiments, with a very high level ofpreision. Only in this way it will be possible to investigate the nuleon struture, atlarge momentum transfer, keeping the elegant formalism of QED, traditionally used forthis aim.This work was initiated in ollaboration with Prof. M. P. Rekalo. Thanks are due toG.I. Gakh for areful reading of the manusript and valuable disussions.7
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